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LEGAL DISCLAIMER 

The information provided on Popcoin website does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading 
advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website’s content as such. Popcoin team 
does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due 
diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing $Pop, you 
agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not 
liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is 

not required to provide any support or services. You should have no expectation of any form from Popcoin and 
its team. Although Popcoin is a community driven token for social networking and not a registered digital 
currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on Crypto do not 

purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure 
that you are in compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.



About Popcoin

Popcoin is a play-to-earn game that will allow investors to win Tokens, 
participate in events, and most importantly EARN MONEY! Our priority 
is to spread income among our players who both enjoy the gameplay and 
need to earn.
A fully player-driven economy.
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Play 2 Earn
Popcoin Game is a game for token lovers! The players will need to collect as many 
tokens as possible in order to win. 
Popcoin holders will enjoy first impressions of the game. 
The NFT holders will be able to use their characters in the game and win rewards 
including $POP tokens and valuable assets.



Token Info

Ticker: POP
Name: Popcoin

Max. supply: 1,000,000,000,000 POP
Network: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)

Contract: 0x63bc9770Ea9a2F21Df6cc1224D64d8dEc9c61a74
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